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Peer Review Workflows: Innovative Technology 
to Accelerate the Research Lifecycle
Peer Review is essential to maintaining the research lifecycle and upholding scientific integrity, 
but it is notoriously error-prone, complicated, and difficult to navigate. 

As more and more research gets published each year, it’s become clear that workflows and 
systems surrounding how we evaluate and disseminate research can and must work so much 
better. At Morressier, we remove the bottlenecks in the peer review process that slow down 
the flow of information. Using innovative technology, we eliminate administrative burdens and 
give you the tools to easily find, assign, and contact reviewers. We also make it simpler for 
both reviewers and organizers to save time with automated workflows, scalable solutions, and 
flexible options, all on one platform.

Speed up your workflows with intuitive research management tools 
that are configurable to your team’s specifications.

CONFIGURABLE 
WORKFLOWS 

Reduce the administrative 
burden of peer review 

and make life easier with 
flexible options such as 

different peer review modes, 
configurable email templates, 
and integrated collection of 

publisher-specific T&Cs

Eliminate managing multiple 
vendors by integrating 

abstract and poster 
presentation management, 

conferences, and 
proceedings management 

into a single platform

The reporting module allows 
for data-driven insights to 

improve user experience with 
360° visibility of platform 

usage and data collection at 
every user interaction.

END-TO-END 
SOLUTION

DATA-DRIVEN 
INSIGHTS
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Smart solutions
Embrace the power of AI
Our automated solutions empower publishers by freeing up resources and 
enhancing the ability to review at scale. From auto-assigning reviewers to easily 
detecting rogue practices such as citation manipulation, our automated systems 
transform and streamline the peer review process. 
 
Increased integrity
Early integrity checks that save you time
We embed integrity checks throughout our peer review workflows to help our 
customers easily detect scientific misconduct and ensure the highest quality 
content. 

Decision support
Rely on expert guidance
We care about our customers. That’s why we’re committed to helping you save 
valuable time and money by identifying and flagging potential integrity issues to 
help your team filter out poor quality content before it gets reviewed. 

Smooth integrations
Harness industry-leading technologies
We accelerate the research process and integrate your publishing infrastructure 
through cutting-edge tools that help reduce the burdens of peer review by avoiding 
multiple platforms and unifying the flow of information. 

Superior user experience 
Understand user pain points
360° visibility of platform usage allows you to amplify the user experience to be 
more intuitive. Use data-driven insights to make life easier, simpler, and more 
efficient for researchers and editorial team members. 

Safeguard the research lifecycle
Protect reputations
By evaluating science earlier in the research lifecycle with automated integrity 
checks, we minimize retractions and protect your reputation, while also ensuring the 
highest quality conference proceedings funnel into journal articles.

KEY BENEFITS 
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